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Abstract
Exploratory studies developed at several neurosciences laboratories at universities around the world show us through the experience that there is a biological process called neuroplasticity. Because of this oldest concept about the
neuronal formation, scientists also thought that if a particular area of the adult
brain was damaged, the nerve cells could not form new connections and the
functions controlled by this field of the brain would be permanently lost or
could not be regenerate. However, studies have overturned this old view, and
currently, scientists recognize that the brain continues to reorganize itself by
forming new neural connections during the life. This phenomenon is called
neuroplasticity that refers to the potential which the brain should be reorganized by creating new neural pathways to adapt, as it needs.
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1. Introduction
Exploratory studies developed at several neurosciences laboratories at universities around the world show us through the experience that there is a biological
process called neuroplasticity [1].
Because of this oldest concept about the neuronal formation, scientists also
thought that if a particular area of the adult brain was damaged, the nerve cells
could not form new connections and the functions controlled by this field of the
brain would be permanently lost or could not be regenerate [2].
However, studies have overturned this old view, and currently, scientists recDOI: 10.4236/ojmp.2017.62013 April 28, 2017
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ognize that the brain continues to reorganize itself by forming new neural connections during the life [3].
This phenomenon is called neuroplasticity that refers to the potential which
the brain has to reorganize by creating new neural pathways to adapt, as it needs.
Those studies arise anyways, which the brain can improve the skills. The Neuroplasticity allows the neurons in the brain to compensate for injury or damage
and adjust their activity in response to new situations or changes in their environment [4].
The brain consists of around 100 billion neural cells that cannot generate new
ones. Old studies showed that the generation of new neurons—knows as neurogenesis did not occur. This early studies assumed that each of brain was born
with a finite number of neural cells and when a cell died, no new cell could grow.
Thus, these researchers about the brain’s inability to regenerate new neurons are
no longer relevant. Studies identify that in particular areas, the brain can generate new nerves cells [5].
The synaptic transmission (neurotransmission) is the process by which signaling molecules (neurotransmitters) are released by a neuron on presynaptic
(neuron) and bind to the activate receptors of another nerve cell called postsynaptic neuron [6]. Then, the neurotransmission is essential for the process of
communication between two nerves cells. The key component of the nervous
system is the neuron. This is a cell consisting of a cell body that receives the stimulation from other neurons through its branchlike dendrites. It then transmits
the stimulation to other neurons through a cable-like axon [7].
The transmission of information within a neuron is electrical. The transmission of information between neurons is chemical. There is a gap between neurons called a synapse. The arrival of a signal at a synapse releases molecules called
neurotransmitters. These electrical and chemical processes occur always allowing neurotransmitters to stimulate specific functions [8].
Neurons form elaborate networks through which nerve impulses (action potentials) travel. Each neuron has as many as 15,000 connections with other neurons. Neurons do not touch each other; instead, neurons interact at close contact
points called synapses. A neuron transports its information by way of an action
potential. When the nerve impulse arrives at the synapse, it may cause the release of neurotransmitters, which influence another neuron [9].
This new understanding of neural cell generation is an incredible discovery,
and misconception was that the brain had an inability to create new neural pathways. Therefore, if there are neuroplasticity and the possibility of improving the
brain skills, how to do this [10] [11]?
Neuroplasticity enables the brain to compensate for damage, but sometimes
an area of the brain is so extensively damaged that its natural ability to reorganize is insufficient to regain the lost function. Dementia or others disease that
compromises the cognitive functions, especially the memory or disorder that cause
neuronal death, the death of many cells may render the brain unable to reorganize corrective connections [12]. Thus, if a brain “circuit” highly specialized is de154
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stroyed, the associated mental function may be lost. Currently there is no way of
determining with certainty whether a lost function can be recovered [4]. However, there is another source of hope. Recent research has shown that the brain
can sometimes generate new neurons, not simply new connections and that these
new neurons can sometimes “migrate” within the brain. Raises the possibility
that, under certain conditions, new neurons could migrate to damaged areas, form
new connections, and restore some or all lost functions. It is too early to say for
sure on this, still, have much to learn about neuroplasticity!
Everyone, principally researchers know that Billions of tree-shaped nerve cells
make up the human brain. Research indicates that neurogenesis may well continue to occur throughout the human life span, although it occurs less rapidly in
adults [13]. Most of the new neurons that form in adults die almost immediately,
but the evidence suggests that some cells that can integrate themselves into the
existing web of neural connections [14].
Neurons are produced through a process called neurogenesis, which begins
during the third week of development in humans. Nerve cells develop at an average rate of 250,000 per minute during the prenatal period, but by birth, the
process of neurogenesis has ceased largely [15].

2. Discussion
A widely held belief is that neurons, unlike other cells, cannot reproduce after
the first few years of life, which would mean that neurons that were destroyed
couldn’t be replaced. But this concept left to be true approximately in 1999 when
the production of new neurons discovered in the neocortex of adult primates.
Researchers discovered neurogenesis occurring in the brains of adult humans. In
this study, researchers identified new neurons and observed neurogenesis occurring in the hippocampal region, a brain region that controls certain types of
memory [16].
Studies have shown through the used PET, and MRI brain scanning technology, those new neural cells are generated through life as well as new neural pathways [17] [18]. So, old brains are capable of creating measurable changes in brain
organization. These changes are not always easy but can happen through stimulus focus on dysfunction area. The developing brain shows remarkable plasticity
[19]. The developing brain changes so fast as it processes information from the
outside world and continues to change through life. Early developmental psychologists believed that neural networks become stable over time, but more recent evidence suggests that the brain never stops changing [20]. This is the foundation of learning, in which stronger associations made through experience.
Sometimes, in the case of permanent injury, brain plasticity can allow another
part of the brain to take over the function of the damaged part of the brain, like a
stroke or dementia [21].
Cognition is a term applied to many complex mental processes which, together, enable us to understand and interact with the world around us [22]. This is
where a supervisory process called executive function comes into play [23]. These
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ties in with our ability not only to focus our attention on specific things but also
to divide our attention between competing tasks when required to do so.
Perception: We receive information from sight, sound, smell, taste, touch, and
body position. This information processed rapidly and without awareness, to
produce a mental representation, or perception, of the world around use that
point in time.
Memory: Our minds are diverse. We have memories for both recent events
and remote ones, for sounds and sights, for facts and figures, events and skills
and so on. Such diversity suggests a complex system. Declarative memory is for
events and circumstances. It requires active remembering this memory system
may be divided further into episodic memory (events) and semantic memory
(facts). Nondeclarative memory: consists of three subsystems, each of which relates to a different kind of learning. Here, the products of learning demonstrated
by reproducing what were learned, rather than actively recalling data. Prospective memory is the power to remember to do things in the future. It requires both
the declarative and nondeclarative system memory as well as executive functions
such as planning or strategies.
Memory processes: Memory depends on the details with which information
encoded, the degree to which it consolidated, and the efficiency with which it is
found and retrieved. How this happens depends on the types of memories we
have. Consolidation of a memory trace can be synaptic systemic. Synaptic consolidation is temporary and associated with short-term storage. Memories are
processed in the brain by the hippocampus and stored remotely, in distributed
locations across the cortex. The Executive Functions is a concept by the more
important and manly function. Each of us relies on a dedicated number of processes which, acting together, priories and coordinate conscious mental activity.
The first is automated and drives every day, highly repetitive behaviors such as
going to work. These processes are complex tasks but so heavily overlearned that
we carry them out without thinking. The seconds’ system is the executive system
that is required for all other complex tasks as a planning and prioritizing the
stages involved, and coordinating perception memory. Together, these processes
serve an executive function.
Attention: Some tasks demand our full attention; while others require us to divide our attention. Selective auditory attention is the ability to listen to one message while ignoring others. Selective visual attention has characterized as a spotlight that directs attention towards a selected target. When attention has to divide between simultaneous tasks, performance tends to deteriorate in comparison to focusing on one task. There is no doubt that both selective and divided
attention an important skill when carrying out tasks.
Working Memory: We all have a mental workspace dedicated to things like
mental arithmetic and problem-solving. The bigger this is the better. Attempts
have been made to identify the structure of working memory and to assess the
relationship between working memory capacity and performance. Alan Baddeley and Graham Hitch argued that working memory consists of a central execu156
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tive a director of operations if you like (1974) [24]. Its role is to allocate attention
prioritize, and coordinate. Two slave systems serve it. The phonological loop holds
and refreshes verbal information and is important in acquiring a vocabulary.
The visual-spatial scratchpad keeps and refreshes visual and spatial information,
and used when, say, copying a drawing.
The episodic buffer is an interface between the central executive, the two slave
systems, and long-term memory [25]. Another important function of our brain
is the language. A fundamental concept of these communication (language)
skills is the mental lexicon, a dictionary that stores information about the sounds
of words, their pronunciations, and their meanings. When speaking, sentences
constructed in four stages a conceptual stage; and an articulatory stage.
Cognitive learning involves the conscious use of strategies to acquire new
knowledge. Humans often learn by formulating and testing hypotheses. Using
observation, existing evidence, a theory is developed and tested against new evidence. The hypothesis is then accepted, rejected or revised [26].
Assimilation of conceptually complex material is a cognitive learning strategy
employed by students of all ages: understanding the material; organizing the
material so that the different components are connected; embedding the new
equipment within existing knowledge and final but no less important one testing
one’s knowledge of the material.
The question is how does neuroplasticity work. Focuses on this issue, researchers are confident that the brain continually adapts and reorganizes. Research about cognitive functions using fMRI found that the neuronal connections in many brain regions appear to be organized differently each time [18]
[27].
There are neural pathways that are inactive or used for other issues show the
skills to take over and carry out functions lost to degeneration. There is evidence
that reorganization in the adult brain can even involve the formation of new
neural connections [28] [29]. Therefore, understanding the brain’s ability to
reorganize itself dynamically can help the scientists understand how human
sometimes recover brain functions damaged by injury or disease [30]. Gene is
certainly the factor determining how the brain develops and forms its connections, but not only genetically the brain improves their ability. Conditions in an
environment, such as social interactions, educational level, challenging experiences can play a crucial role in brain cell survival and the formation of connections [31]. It estimated that between 18-36% of people would experience some
form of mental health difficulty throughout their lifetime, with one in four families expected to contain a member with [32]. Typically, diagnosis of a mental
health disorder depends on the identification of a particular set of symptoms,
often under a given set of circumstances [33]. Thus, the brain changes in response to environmental conditions can also change and rearrange in response
to injury or disease. These changes or rearrangements also involve changes in
the connection between linked neural cells, called neurons in the brain. Brain
reorganization occurs where undamaged axons grow new nerve endings to re157
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connect the neurons, thus making new connections and new neural pathways to
accomplish what was a damaged function. Finally, flexible and capable of such
adaptation, the brain compensates for damage in effect by reorganizing and
forming new connections between intact neurons. Many studies show that if the
brain has a deficiency in one area or hemisphere, regularly this brain adapt the
particular process in another field, for example, deaf people have the visual cortex frequently more accurately.
Concerning fell off of the question arises in this paper, can the adult brain
grow new brain cells or rewire itself in response to new experience, we would
like that the answer could be around a possible rehabilitation. But how can we
do this? It’s not at all entirely straightforward, but neither difficult as well.
On paragraph above we discuss the brain and their injuries or damages and
possible reorganization as the capable adaptation to new connections between
neuron cells. Will be that professionals health’s will help during this process? Let
us start a new topic about reorganization, and we will decide about this issue to
the conclusion.
Brain change occurs to reconnect, and to this process, the neurons need to
stimulate through activity or determinate tasks. Research in animals observed
that when occur damaged a small brain area this injury will result in the loss of
particular response by the stimulus. Due to the lack of activity, even the neurons
surrounding the damaged brain area withered, resulting in further impairment
of specific or generalize answer.
The conclusions confirm the notion that it is important to provide stimulation
to neurons for them to remain active and form new connections and finally
promoting rehabilitation [34]. Voilà that’s it! I am afraid not! Unfortunately, the
same brain reorganization may sometimes contribute to the symptoms of disease or impairment. For instance, people who are deaf sometimes suffer from a
continual ringing in their ears, which may be the result of the rewiring of brain
cells starved for sound. It is important to stimulate the neurons in just the right
way for them to form beneficial new connections. By better understanding how
the brain reorganizes itself, so the brain can better learn how this task can accomplish. The cerebral cortex adapts to changing environmental demands
throughout an individual’s life.
Another question is; how strategies for promoting brain reorganization could
use? A principle of neuroplasticity is brain activity promotes brain reorganization and this way help the brain reorganize connections more quickly and when
the mind is not capable of rearranging on its own [19]. Simple brain exercises
with challenging intellectual environments, interacting in social situations, or
getting involved in physical activities will boost the general growth of connections [35].
Scientists continue to investigate the workings of neuroplasticity and continue
to ask how best to encourage this natural process of reorganization? Studies confirm that an active lifestyle maintains brain function; thus, new research aims to
develop lifestyle behaviors and medications that could improve normal brain
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development as well as repair damaged brains [36]. This area of research, some
scientists are exploring the ability of a, particularly stimulating environment to
boost reorganization and repair damage.
Another way to promote neuronal connections in the brain has been the take
drugs that increase the availability of the specifics hormones help in the rehabilitation [31]. These drugs stimulate or provoke the synapses of the nerve cells,
making them more capable of forming new connections. It is important to know
that drugs alone may not be the optimal approach to rehabilitation, mainly because the side effects, however, drugs may well be beneficial when used together
with a third approach: rehabilitation therapy. Building on the principle that
neuronal activity promotes new connections, rehabilitation therapy attempts to
stimulate particular neurons that have not been active for some time. An important aspect of rehabilitation therapy is timing [37] [38]. When a brain is injured,
probably lose cognitive functions and connections between them and are no
longer possible to reconnect. Research shows that the ideal to be done after an
injury is primarily let this brain recovers topographic injuries, this means injuries properly on the affected organ. This is because research has shown that the
brain is stimulated soon after injury, the problem will tend to worsen, and scars
will be permanent [20].
Satisfied, the rehabilitation must wait one or two weeks so that the area can
stimulate new connections. In short, rehabilitation therapy can indeed take advantage of the natural flexibility of the brain to form new neural connections.
However, this is a delicate process that must be done carefully and under professional guidance. The discovery of neurogenesis in the brain of adult humans has
spurred an investigation of how to influence neural development as well as how
to replace dying cells with new ones. In an attempt to increase the production of
new neurons, scientists are experimenting with neuronal growth factors. Growth
factors have been successful at stimulating stem cells to produce new neurons.
The future for people with brain damage may likely involve some combination of rehabilitation therapy, medication, and possibly, the transplantation of
new brain cells into the damaged brain area. Unfortunately, the use of new neurons and growth factors for treatment is not yet ready for clinical use. Scientists
need to learn more about how the process of neurogenesis controlled and how to
successfully integrate the new neurons into the existing brain circuitry. As research continues, there is growing hope that science will discover a safe and effective way to guide the process of neuronal growth to repair areas of the brain
that are damaged by injury or disease.
There are several types, which could improve the brain’s skills, as a technique
through electrostimulation on the affected area with Transcranial direct-current
stimulation (tDCS) or other neurostimulation with tasks that improve the cognitive functions. The best way that we have found is rehabilitating the brain by
video games [39] [40].
Another technique called Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) may soon
be very helpful for guiding the process of brain reorganization; however, this
159
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method requires more study before it is deemed safe and ready for clinical use.
Scientists have used TMS to modify the process of improvement to enhance the
benefits of “rewiring” TMS consists of a wire coil that produces a magnetic field,
which surrounds the head and produces an electrical current in nearby regions
of the brain. The electrical current is used to stimulate areas of the brain that will
benefit from the input, and to prevent stimulation of brain regions where the
formation of new connections is not beneficial. The ability to focus brain reorganization could bring about more rapid and more successful recoveries from
damage to brain areas.
Then, could mindless video game play indeed trigger such stunning improvements in cognitive skills [41]? New research endeavor has led to assess the impact of video game play on both the brain and behavior. When we began our
studies about postoperative cognitive dysfunction (POCD), we perceived that
the decrease or impairment cognitive occurred just after surgery especially in
elderly patients with lower educational level, poor socioeconomic status or widower. Thinking a manner to help these patients we created a useful and
straightforward digital game similar a video game, which, offering to the player
without playing ability a way to improve the brain’s skills [42].
Thus, for the past a feel years, our investigations, coupled with those other
labs around the world, have established that playing action video game can
change some aspects of cognition for the better [43]. During this research, other
teams and we have found that digital game plays boots a variety of cognitive
functions. Studies show us that individuals who play action games demonstrate
improved ability to focus on visual details, motor dexterity, solving the problem
on mentally rotate objects more accurately so can judge how to achieve the real
goal during many situations on the life [44].
Gaming playing seems to confer the ability to make correct decisions principally under pressure. One study revealed that surgeons who were also game
players were able to complete surgeries more quickly while retaining the necessary precision in the operating room [45]. Another study showed that gameplaying surgeons appeared to work more efficiently, not just faster. Video games
as learning tools might come considered as adverse effects on children who played
games such as “Doom” [45].

3. Conclusions
Recent researchers have not borne out these fears as far as effects on cognitive
functions, although concerns persist about whether fostering aggression or addictive play. The concern is that if we have begun to figure out how a video game
or digital game improves cognition in players or naive people by bettering attention, and how are reaction times on “making a decision” and memory without
using the conventional or violent video games [46].
Cognitive dysfunction is a frequent adverse event in the postoperative period,
especially in elderly patients. The tests commonly utilized for the detection of
postoperative cognitive dysfunction (POCD) are time-consuming. What limits
160
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their routine use? Consequently, there is a limitation to adopt measures to increase preoperative cognitive reserve and rehabilitation of POCD. That situation
is an incentive to search for alternative diagnosis methods to overcome that limitation. Digital games have the potential neuromodulator effect and have used
as an alternative to the psychotherapeutic treatment and rehabilitation of cognitive skills [39] [47]. However, the experience with these games to assess the integrity of perioperative neuropsychological functions is still scarce. It hypothesized
that a digital game could replace the common neuropsychological tests for detecting POCD.
So, we started to design the nonviolent game geared toward people with brain
injuries or cognitive deficits as a POCD. Considering this capable of digital
games offer, we create the MentalPlus® digital game. This tool is very useful to
multitask required, improve the executive attention and memory functions.
MentalPlus® was created first to evaluate this cognitive functions in POCD but
due to its high usefulness for rehabilitation, created twelve themes similar with
the first to propose the proper rehabilitation way. MentalPlus® digital game is set
up with the aim of being a tool for the cognitive evaluation in a fun way. It based
upon rules, tasks, planning and the search for strategies for making a decision. It
evaluates the cognitive performance through memory, attention and executive
functions.
Regarding the brain response associated with the MentalPlus® as a training
game, it suggested that there would be the modulation of the connectivity by the
performance of anterior cingulate and medial frontal gyrus during the executive
function task. There will also be the greater connectivity modulated by the fulfillment of the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus for long-term memories.
Connectivity is accentuated by the performance of the temporal lobe and frontal
cortex for the semantic memories (long-term stored events) and connectivity
cerebellum of the base and ganglia to the motor cortex procedural memory and
the modulated connectivity of the prefrontal cortex to the attention functions.
The MentalPlus® has been a focus for researchers that want to develop a tool for
the brain rehabilitation. It is one-way for reorganization and neuroplasticity
brain and is registered on ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02551952.
So, games stimulate the cognitive function and enhance skills such as creativity, strategies search, decision-making, and visual perception. They can be used
as tools for encouraging and improving expertise and abilities of neuropsychological functions, and they induce changes in structure and function of brain
architecture.
Researchers at the Max Planck Institute conducted the research on the effect
of video games on the human brain and realized that it had been no change in
the brains of some participating volunteers through the MRI technique [48].
Otherwise, the study revealed a volumetric increase in brain areas in a group of
players. The increase in gray matter is noted in particular areas of the right hippocampal formation, the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and the bilateral
cerebellum. These brain areas directly linked to neuropsychological functions
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responsible for planning strategies to solve problems, body coordination command, visuospatial and memory formation.
Concluding, there are several studies and research centers properly analyzing
video games for the stimulation of cognitive functions. Virtual games are a breakthrough technology and a challenge for medicine. Thus, digital games might
bring many benefits, but it is necessary to evaluate the purpose for what it is indicated.
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